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In this paper we study recurrent and almost periodic homeomorphisms on the Euclidean
space Rm; we give conditions under which recurrent implies periodic. On the other hand
we give properties of elements of compact groups of diffeomorphisms on manifolds.
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0. Introduction
A homeomorphism f of a metric space (E,d) onto itself is periodic provided that f n is the identity for some nonnull
integer n. It is said to be:
i) regularly almost periodic provided that for any  > 0, an integer n = 0 exists such that d(x, f mn(x)) <  for all x ∈ E and
all m ∈ N;
ii) almost periodic provided that for any  > 0, there exists a positive integer N such that every block of N consecutive
integers contains an integer n such that d( f n(x), x) <  , for all x ∈ E;
iii) regular provided that the group G = { f n, n ∈ Z} is equicontinuous; that means that for every x ∈ E and for every  > 0,
there exists η > 0, such that ∀g ∈ G , ∀y ∈ E , d(x, y) η ⇒ d(g(x), g(y)) <  .
It is well known that almost periodic homeomorphisms are regular. By Gottschalk and Hedlund [7], the converse holds
when E is compact. An irrational rotation on the plane about the origin is a regular nonalmost periodic homeomorphism.
The homeomorphism f is pointwise periodic if for any x ∈ E , there exists a nonnull integer n depending on x such that
f n(x) = x. It is said to be pointwise almost periodic if for each x ∈ E , for each  > 0 there exists a positive integer N depending
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deﬁne pointwise regularly almost periodic.
Kerékjartó, Newman, Montgomery, Zippin, Dress, Epstein, . . . have studied pointwise periodic homeomorphisms of con-
nected manifolds. They showed, for example, that:
• Every periodic homeomorphism which coincides with the identity on a nonempty open subset is the identity every-
where (Newman [10]).
• Every pointwise periodic homeomorphism is periodic (Montgomery and Zippin).
• If a group G of homeomorphisms on a connected manifold has all its orbits with ﬁnitely many elements, then the
group G is ﬁnite (Epstein [6]).
• Orientation preserving regular homeomorphisms of closed surfaces are periodic or topologically conjugate to isome-
tries [1].
If the metric space E is compact, the group of isometries of (E,d) is a compact topological group. A natural question is
what happens for the converse, more precisely is a compact subgroup G of Homeo(E) ﬁnite or topologically conjugate to a
group of isometries? Bing constructed in [2] an involution f : S3 → S3 which cannot be conjugate to any orthogonal map.
However, for a regular homeomorphism f : E → E such that the closure of any orbit is compact, the metric d∗ given by
d∗(x, y) = supn∈Z d( f n(x), f n(y)) is topologically equivalent to d for which f is an isometry.
The Hilbert–Smith conjecture states that a locally compact group acting effectively as a topological transformations group
on a connected manifold M is a Lie group. In particular according to [9] any compact subgroup of Diffeo(M) is a Lie group.
The purpose of this paper is to establish some results in the same order of the idea of these works. In particular, we will
give necessary and suﬃcient conditions so that an almost periodic homeomorphism of Rm is periodic, and so that a regular
homeomorphism of Rm coinciding with the identity on a nonempty open subset coincides with the identity everywhere
(Theorem 2.1). On the other hand, we give conditions under which a recurrent homeomorphism of Rm is necessarily periodic
(Theorem 2.7 and Proposition 2.8).
If g is an element of a compact subgroup of Diffeo(M) where M is a connected manifold, then we will prove the
following properties (Theorem 3.3):
– If g is regularly almost periodic then g is periodic.
– If g coincides with the identity on a nonempty open subset, then g coincides with the identity everywhere.
– If M is compact with ∂M = ∅ and g|∂M = id, then g is the identity everywhere.
We will also establish some dynamical properties of such groups (Propositions 3.1 and 3.2).
By examples we show the importance of our assumptions, in particular the hypothesis of “manifold”. For example, we
will construct pointwise periodic homeomorphisms deﬁned on compact connected metric subspaces of R2 or R3, these
homeomorphisms are nonregular (Example 4.4), regular nonalmost periodic (Example 4.1), or regularly almost periodic
nonperiodic (Example 4.3). Also we construct a pointwise almost periodic nonregular diffeomorphism deﬁned on a two-
sphere (Example 4.2).
In all the next, equicontinuous will designate uniformly equicontinuous.
1. Preliminary lemmas
Let Homeo(E) be the group of homeomorphisms of a locally compact metric space E onto itself equipped with the
compact-open topology. Let G be a subgroup of Homeo(E); for x ∈ E , we denote by G(x) = {g(x) | g ∈ G} the orbit of G at x,
and by Gx = {g ∈ G | g(x) = x} the isotropy subgroup at x. For a subset A ⊂ E , we denote by G(A) = {g(x) | x ∈ A, g ∈ G}
the saturation of A. We say that A is invariant if G(A) = A. A minimal set is a nonempty invariant closed subset A ⊂ E such
that any orbit O ⊂ A satisﬁes O = A. An orbit O is said to be proper if O − O is a closed subset, it is said to be locally dense
if the interior of its closure is nonempty (
o
O = ∅).
If G is compact then for any x ∈ E , the map ϕx : G/Gx → G(x) deﬁned by ϕx(gGx) = g(x) is a homeomorphism, thus any
orbit is compact and so by Ascoli’s theorem G is an equicontinuous group. Conversely, let H be an equicontinuous subgroup
of Homeo(E) such that all its orbits are relatively compact, then its closure H is compact.
In this paragraph we will give some lemmas that will be used in the next paragraphs.
Lemma 1.1. For any subgroup H ⊂ Homeo(E) and for any nonempty subset A ⊂ E, we have the following properties:
i) H(A) = H(A).
ii) If H and A are compact (resp. connected) then H(A) is compact (resp. connected).
iii) If A is open and the closure H is compact then H(A) = H(A).
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E → E deﬁned by e(h, x) = h(x) is a continuous map. Thus e(H × A) ⊂ e(H × A); equivalently e(H × A) ⊂ e(H × A), in other
words H(A) ⊂ H(A). So H(A) ⊂ H(A).
ii) If both H and A are compact (resp. connected), then H × A is a compact (resp. connected) subset of Homeo(E) × E ,
so e(H × A) = H(A) is compact (resp. connected).
iii) Since H is compact it follows from the properties i) and ii) that H(x) = H(x) (∗). Obviously H(A) ⊂ H(A). For the
converse let y = h(x) ∈ H(A) where h ∈ H and x ∈ A. We have H(y) = H(x), hence from (∗) H(y) = H(x). This implies that
H(y) ∩ A = ∅. So A meets H(y), then H(y) ⊂ H(A) and y ∈ H(y) ⊂ H(A). 
Lemma 1.2. Let E˜ = E ∪ {∞} be the one-point compactiﬁcation of a locally compact second countable metric space E and H˜ be the
extension of a group H ⊂ Homeo(E) to E˜ deﬁned by H˜(∞) = ∞. If H is equicontinuous such that all its orbits are relatively compact
then H˜ is equicontinuous.
Proof. For any h ∈ H , we denote by h˜ the extension of h to E˜ such that h˜(∞) = ∞. It suﬃces to show that H˜ is equicon-
tinuous at ∞. For every open neighborhood W∞ of ∞, corresponds a compact subset K ⊂ E such that W∞ = E˜ − K . By
the hypothesis, Ascoli’s theorem shows that H is compact. Therefore from Lemma 1.1, we deduce that H(K ) is a saturated,
compact subset of E . Then V∞ = E˜ − H(K ) is an open saturated neighborhood of ∞ contained in W∞ . It follows that for
any x ∈ V∞ and for any g˜ ∈ H˜ , we have g˜(x) ∈ V∞ ⊂ W∞ . Thus H˜ is equicontinuous at ∞. 
Remark 1.3. If H is an equicontinuous subgroup of Rm having a bounded orbit then H˜ is an equicontinuous subgroup of
Sm = Rm ∪ {∞}. Indeed in this case the closure of every orbit is compact.
It is easy to show the following lemma:
Lemma 1.4. Let (E,d), (F , δ) be two metric spaces and ϕ : E → F be a bi-uniformly continuous homeomorphism. A homeomorphism
f : E → E is regular (resp. almost periodic, regularly almost periodic) if and only if g = ϕ f ϕ−1 is regular (resp. almost periodic,
regularly almost periodic).
Remark 1.5. There are nonregular homeomorphisms of the real line R which are topologically conjugate to the translation
T : x → x + 1. For example, g = ϕTϕ−1, where ϕ is deﬁned by ϕ(x) = x2 if x  0 and ϕ(x) = −x2 if x  0. Also there are
nonalmost periodic homeomorphisms which are topologically conjugate to almost periodic homeomorphisms. For example,
g = ϕrϕ−1, where r is the restriction to S2 −{A} of an irrational rotation of the unit sphere S2 around a diameter [AB], and
ϕ is a homeomorphism from S2 − {A} onto R2. Indeed, every almost periodic homeomorphism of the plane R2 equipped
with its Euclidean metric onto itself is periodic [3].
2. Almost periodic homeomorphisms on the Euclidean spaceRm
In the following theorem we give necessary and suﬃcient conditions for which an almost periodic homeomorphism
h : Rm → Rm is periodic. We denote by id the identity map.
Theorem 2.1. Let B be the closed unit ball of Rm, then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) If h is an almost periodic homeomorphism of Rm equipped with its usual metric, then h is periodic.
(b) If h is a regular homeomorphism of Rm such that h|U = id on a nonempty open subset U , then h = id.
(c) If h is a regular homeomorphism of B such that h|∂B = id, then h = id.
(d) If h is a regularly almost periodic homeomorphism of B such that h|∂B = id, then h = id.
Theorem 2.2. By (d), we mean the statement (d) in Theorem 2.1; namely, if h is a regularly almost periodic homeomorphism of B such
that h|∂B = id, then h = id. Then the following statements hold:
(1) If every compact subgroup of Homeo(B) is a Lie group, then (d) holds.
(2) The Hilbert–Smith conjecture holds for B3 iff (d) holds for B3 . In fact, let M be any compact, connected 3-manifold with nonempty
boundary. Then the Hilbert–Smith conjecture holds for M iff (d) holds for M.
Proof. (1) can be proved by the method used in the proof of Theorem 3.3. (2) is part of Theorem 4.3.1, p. 38, proved by Joo
Sung Lee in his dissertation [8]. 
Lemma 2.3. ([7]) Let X be a compact metric space with metric d, let h be an almost periodic homeomorphism of X onto X and
let  be a positive number. Then there exists a regularly almost periodic homeomorphism H of X onto X such that for each x ∈ X,
d(H(x),h(x)) < ; indeed, H may be chosen to be uniform limit of a sequence of positive powers of h.
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p > 0, such that∥∥hp(x) − x∥∥< 1, for each x ∈ Rm. (∗)
Consider the map g deﬁned on B as follows:
g(x) =
{
ϕhpϕ−1(x) for x ∈ oB,
x for x ∈ Sm−1;
where ϕ : Rm → oB is the homeomorphism deﬁned by ϕ(x) = x1+‖x‖ .
It is easy to verify that for any x, y ∈ Rm , ‖ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)‖  ‖x − y‖ 1+2‖y‖
(1+‖x‖)(1+‖y‖) . We have the same inequality if we
change ‖y‖ by ‖x‖. Thus if we put u = inf{‖x‖,‖y‖}, we obtain the inequalities:∥∥ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)∥∥ ‖x− y‖ 1+ 2u
(1+ u)2  ‖x− y‖. (∗∗)
We will prove that g is continuous. Let xo ∈ Sm−1, and let (xk) be a sequence in
o
B converging to xo . For each k  0, put
uk = inf(‖ϕ−1(xk)‖,‖hp(ϕ−1(xk))‖). Then by (∗) and (∗∗) we have:∥∥g(xk) − xk∥∥= ∥∥ϕ(hpϕ−1(xk))− ϕ(ϕ−1(xk))∥∥ 1+ 2uk1+ 2uk + uk2 = δk.
Since xk → xo then ‖ϕ−1(xk)‖ → +∞ and so by (∗), ‖hp(ϕ−1(xk))‖ → +∞. Hence uk → +∞ and the sequence (δk)
converges to 0. Which implies that g(xk) converges to xo and g is a continuous bijection. Since B is compact, g is a
homeomorphism.
Now we will show that g is almost periodic. Let  > 0, for p , there exists an integer N > 0, such that for every i ∈ Z,
there exists i  q  i + N , such that ‖hq(x) − x‖ p , for each x ∈ Rm . Which implies that ‖hp.q(x) − x‖ p. p =  , for each
x ∈ Rm and from (∗∗), for each x ∈ oB ,∥∥gq(x) − x∥∥= ∥∥ϕhq.pϕ−1(x) − ϕ(ϕ−1(x))∥∥ ∥∥hq.p(ϕ−1(x))− ϕ−1(x)∥∥ .
Therefore g is almost periodic and coincides with the identity on ∂B . Hence from (c), g = id, and hp = idRm . Thus h is a
periodic homeomorphism.
(a) ⇒ (d): Let h be a homeomorphism satisfying the hypothesis of the property (d), then h can be extended to an almost
periodic homeomorphism g of Rm onto itself by g = id on Rm − B . The property (a) implies that g is periodic and by
Newman’s theorem, g = id. So h = id.
(d) ⇒ (b): Let h be a regular homeomorphism of Rm such that h|U = id on a nonempty open subset U . Let a ∈ U and
r > 0 where B(a, r) ⊂ U . We put B1 = B(a, r2 ), B2 = Rm −
o
B1 and B˜2 = B2 ∪ {∞} the one-point compactiﬁcation of B2.
We have h(B2) = B2 and any orbit of h|B2 is relatively compact. Hence the extension h˜ : B˜2 → B˜2 deﬁned by h˜(∞) = ∞
is regular (Lemma 1.2). Then g = ϕh˜ϕ−1 : B → B is a regular homeomorphism (Lemma 1.4) such that g|∂B = id, where
ϕ : B˜2 → B is a homeomorphism from B˜2 onto the closed unit ball B of Rm . Since B is compact g is almost periodic. Let
 > 0. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a regularly almost periodic homeomorphism g′ of B onto itself which may be chosen as
the uniform limit of a sequence of positive powers of g such that d(g′, g) <  . The fact that g|∂B = id implies that g′|∂B = id,
and by (d), g′ = id. Since  was arbitrary, it follows that g = id, equivalently h˜ = id on B˜2 and so h = id.
(b) ⇒ (c): If h is a regular homeomorphism of B such that h|∂B = id, then we can extend it to a regular homeomor-
phism g of Rm onto itself which is the identity on the nonempty open subset U = Rm − B . Then by (b), g = id and
h = id. 
By a different method easier than the method used by Brechner [3], we give a new proof to her result in the following:
Corollary 2.4. Every almost periodic homeomorphism of the plane R2 equipped with its usual metric is periodic.
Proof. Since any regular homeomorphism on the unit disk D of the plane coinciding with the identity on the boundary is
the identity on the whole disk (indeed it is topologically conjugate to an isometry), then the statement (c) of Theorem 2.1
is true for m = 2. Thus the statement (a) is also true for the plane R2. 
Question. Let h be a regularly almost periodic homeomorphism of a connected manifold M . Is h periodic? In particular, is
h periodic when M is B?
From [7] the answer is aﬃrmative when M is a surface. If the result holds also when M is the closed unit ball B of Rm ,
then we can deduce that all statements of Theorem 2.1 will be true. In fact, we have:
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conjecture holds for M.
Proof. In [8], Lee proves
(1) regularly almost periodic is equivalent to nearly periodic for homeomorphisms on compact metric spaces (Theo-
rem 4.2.1, p. 30),
(2) every element of a p-adic group is nearly periodic and therefore regularly almost periodic (Proposition 4.2.1, p. 33),
and
(3) let H be a compact totally disconnected inﬁnite group acting effectively on a manifold. Then H must contain a p-adic
group, for some prime p (Theorem 2.2.4, p. 10).
A homeomorphism h of a metric space (X,d) onto itself is said to be nearly periodic iff there exists a complete system
{O i}∞i=1 of ﬁnite covers which are invariant under h. The sequence {O i}∞i=1 is called a complete system iff {mesh(O i)} has
limit 0.
To prove the theorem, let M be a compact manifold. It follows from (1), (2), and (3) that the Hilbert–Smith conjecture
for M is equivalent to proving that a p-adic group cannot act on M . Note that every element of a p-adic group has inﬁnite
order. Since every element h of a p-adic group must be regularly almost periodic, our hypothesis says h must be periodic.
So h cannot be an element of a p-adic group. This contradiction implies that a p-adic group cannot act on M , and thus the
Hilbert–Smith conjecture holds for M . 
In the remainder of this paragraph we focus on recurrent homeomorphisms of Rm . In Theorem 2.7 we give form of
recurrent homeomorphisms of Rm which are periodic, and in Proposition 2.8 we prove that any recurrent homeomorphism
embedded in a regular ﬂow of R3 having a bounded orbit is also periodic.
Lemma 2.6. Let ϕ : R → R be a pointwise recurrent homeomorphism of the real line R. Then either ϕ = id or ϕ2 = id.
Proof. If ϕ is increasing and if there exists a ∈ R such that ϕ(a) = a, then for each integer n = 0, ϕn(a) doesn’t belong to the
open interval with extremities ϕ−1(a) and ϕ(a), which contradicts the fact that ϕ is pointwise recurrent. If ϕ is decreasing,
ϕ2 is increasing, so by the ﬁrst case ϕ2 = id. 
Theorem 2.7. Let m  1 and (r1, r2, . . . , rn) ∈ {1,2}n, where n  1 and∑ni=1 ri = m. Let h be a homeomorphism of Rm onto itself
having the form h(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = (h1(x1),h2(x1, x2), . . . ,hn(x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ Rr1 ×Rr2 × · · ·×Rrn , for any (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rr1 ×
Rr2 × · · · × Rrn . If h is recurrent, then h is periodic.
Proof. We will show the result by ﬁnite induction on n.
For n = 1, h : Rr1 → Rr1 is periodic by [11] and Lemma 2.6, since r1 ∈ {1,2}. Assume that the result is true up to n−1. We
shall show that it is also true for n. For any x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) we can write h(x) = ( f (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1),hn(x)) ∈ Rm−rn ×Rrn .
Let u = (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Rr1 × Rr2 × · · · × Rrn−1 . Let  > 0, since h is recurrent, there exists an integer p > 0 such that∥∥hp(x) − x∥∥< , ∀x ∈ Rm.
Let hp(x) = ( f p(u), gp(x)). Thus∥∥hp(x) − x∥∥2 = ∥∥ f p(u) − u∥∥2 + ∥∥gp(x) − xn∥∥2 < 2.
Then ∥∥ f p(u) − u∥∥< , ∀u ∈ Rm−rn . (∗)
Since h is continuous, f is continuous. It is surjective since for each u′ ∈ Rm−rn there exists (u, xn) ∈ Rm−rn × Rrn such
that h(u, xn) = (u′,0) = ( f (u),hn(u, xn)) and u satisfying f (u) = u′ . So f is a recurrent homeomorphism of Rm−rn . Then
f is periodic by hypothesis of induction. Thus there exists q ∈ N∗ such that f q = id. Then for any x = (u, xn) ∈ Rm−rn ×
Rrn , we have hq(u, xn) = (u, gq(x)). For a ﬁxed point a in Rm−rn the restriction ϕ of hq to {a} × Rrn deﬁne a recurrent
homeomorphism of {a} × Rrn onto itself, since hq is a recurrent homeomorphism. Then ϕ is periodic since rn ∈ {1,2}. It
follows that h is pointwise periodic, and by [9] h is periodic. 
Proposition 2.8. Let φ : R × R3 → R3 be a regular ﬂow having a bounded orbit. We put ϕt(x) = φ(t, x). Then the closure G of the
group H = {ϕt , t ∈ R} is a compact Lie group topologically equivalent to the group of all rotations around an axis, and any element h
of G satisﬁes the following properties:
a) If h is pointwise regularly almost periodic then h is periodic.
b) If h|U = id on a nonempty open subset U then h is the identity map.
c) If h is recurrent then h is periodic.
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Since the map α : R → G deﬁned by α(t) = ϕt is a continuous map, then H = α(R) is connected and G is a compact
connected abelian group. From [9, Theorem 6.6, p. 254 and Theorem 6.7.1, p. 260], G is a Lie group topologically equivalent
to the group  of all rotations around an axis. That is, there is a homeomorphism f of R3 onto itself satisfying G = f f −1.
Let h ∈ G , then there exists r ∈  such that h = f r f −1. To prove a) assume that h is pointwise regularly almost periodic.
Then by [7], for each x ∈ R3 the orbit closure Oh(x) is 0-dimensional, and in this case r must be rational. So h is periodic.
To prove b) assume that h|U = id on a nonempty open subset U . This means that r| f −1(U ) = id on the nonempty open subset
f −1(U ). Then r = id everywhere and h is the identity map. Now for proving c), assume that h is recurrent. Then for each
 > 0, there exists an integer n > 0 satisfying∥∥ f rn f −1(x) − x∥∥< , ∀x ∈ R3. (∗)
If r was irrational, then R3 =⋃x f f −1(x) =⋃x Oh(x). In particular the orbit closures Oh(x) are contained in an increasing
sequence of topological spheres Sx with unbounded diameter. Then, for n ﬁxed, when ‖x‖ → ∞, we obtain ‖ f rn f −1(x) −
x‖ → ∞ which is a contradiction with the inequality (∗). We conclude that r is rational and h is periodic. 
3. Characterization of elements of compact groups
In this paragraph we give some topological properties of compact groups and we characterize its elements.
Proposition 3.1. Let H be a countable subgroup of Homeo(M), where M is a connected manifold and the closure H is a compact group.
We have the following properties:
a) The closure of any orbit is a compact minimal set and the orbit-closures space M/H˜ of H is a Hausdorff space.
b) Any proper orbit of H is ﬁnite.
c) If H has a locally dense orbit then all its orbits are everywhere dense and the group H acts transitively.
Proof. a) Since H is compact, Lemma 1.1 shows that the closure of any orbit H(x) is a compact minimal set such that
H(x) = H(x). Thus the orbit-closures space M/H˜ of H coincides with the orbits space M/H of H . The compactness of H
implies that it acts properly on M and so the orbits space M/H of H is Hausdorff. From the equality M/H˜ = M/H follows a).
b) Let O be a proper orbit. The subset O − O is a closed H-saturated, strictly contained in the minimal set O . Thus
O − O is empty and so O = O . This implies that O is a countable (H is countable), compact subset (H is compact).
Therefore O contains an isolated point otherwise O will be a compact, totally disconnected, and perfect subset, so O will
be homeomorphic to a Cantor subset, which contradicts the fact that O is countable. Let xo be an isolated point of O , there
exists an open subset U such that U ∩ O = {xo}. So for any h ∈ H , we have h(U ) ∩ O = {h(xo)} which implies that O is a
compact discrete set and so O is ﬁnite.
c) Let O be a locally dense orbit, this means that the interior of its closure is nonempty. Thus O −
o
O is a closed,
H-invariant subset strictly contained in the minimal set O . Which implies that O −
o
O is empty, equivalently O =
o
O . Since M
is connected, we deduce that O = M , and so for any x ∈ M , we have H(x) = H(x) = M . This says that H acts transitively. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a compact subgroup of the group Diffeo(M) of diffeomorphisms of a connected manifold M onto itself, and
let H be an inﬁnite countable subgroup of G. Then the union NP of all nonproper orbits of H is an everywhere dense open subset of M.
Proof. Since G is a Lie group [9], if Ho designates the connected component of H containing the identity map, there exist
ﬁnitely many elements ho = id, h1, . . . ,hp of H such that H =⋃pi=0 hiHo . By Proposition 3.1, every proper orbit H(x) is
ﬁnite and since Ho is connected necessarily Ho(x) = {x}. We conclude that NP is the complement (Fix(Ho))c of the ﬁxed
points set of Ho , this gives us that NP is an open subset. Since H contains inﬁnitely many elements, Ho is nontrivial, and so
the interior
o
Fix(Ho) is empty. Indeed, from Newman, Dress and Smith [4], if a nontrivial compact Lie group acts effectively
on a manifold, then its ﬁxed points set is nowhere dense. Therefore NP is an everywhere dense open subset. 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a compact subgroup of the group Diffeo(M) of diffeomorphisms of a connected manifold M onto itself. Then
the following properties hold:
a) Any element g ∈ G which coincides with the identity on a nonempty open subset U , coincides with the identity everywhere on M.
b) Any pointwise regularly almost periodic element g ∈ G is periodic.
c) If M is compact with nonempty boundary, then any element g ∈ G which coincides with the identity on ∂M, coincides with the
identity everywhere.
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Let Hog be its connected component containing the identity map. Then there exist ﬁnitely many elements ho = id, h1, . . . ,hp
such that Hg =⋃pi=0 hiHog .
a) From the result of Newman, Dress and Smith cited in the previous proof and from the fact that U ⊂ Fix(Hg), we
conclude that Hg is trivial. So g is the identity.
b) Since g is pointwise regularly almost periodic, for each x ∈ M the orbit Hg(x) is 0-dimensional [7]. Since Hog is a
compact connected Lie group, Hog(x) is a compact, connected, submanifold of dimension 0. Then H
o
g(x) = {x}. So Hg(x) is
ﬁnite and by the theorem of Montgomery and Zippin as in the Introduction, g is periodic.
c) Firstly, we suppose that g is periodic. Let N be the adjunction of two copies of M on their boundaries. The homeo-
morphism g˜ : N → N deﬁned by g˜ = g on one copy of M and g = id on the other copy of M is periodic and coincides with
the identity on a nonempty open subset. Thus by Newman’s theorem g˜ = id on N . So g = id.
For the general case, since M is compact, g is almost periodic. Then by Lemma 2.3, there exists a sequence (gn) of
regularly almost periodic homeomorphisms converging to g such that for each integer n, gn is uniform limit of a sequence
of powers of g . From the compactness of G it follows that for each integer n, gn is an element of G and by the previous
property, gn is periodic. Moreover, g = id on ∂M implies that gn = id on ∂M for each integer n, so by the ﬁrst case gn = id.
Then g = id. 
Remark 3.4. If M is a compact connected manifold with a Riemannian metric g , the group Isom(M, g) of isometries of M
is a compact Lie group. Then every nonperiodic isometry of M is almost periodic (Gottschalk) but nonpointwise regularly
almost periodic (Theorem 3.3.b)).
Question. Can we replace in Theorem 3.3, the group Diffeo(M) by the group Homeo(M)? (We can answer positively if the
Hilbert–Smith conjecture holds for compact groups in Homeo(M).)
4. Examples
By examples of pointwise periodic homeomorphisms deﬁned on “good” metric subspaces of R2 or R3, we show the
importance of the hypothesis of manifold in our results, we show also that the converse of the implications periodic ⇒
regularly almost periodic and almost periodic ⇒ regular cannot hold even for pointwise periodic homeomorphisms. In the
following examples we denote by (z,u) the coordinates of a point (x, y,u) in R3 = C × R.
Example 4.1. In this example we give a pointwise periodic, regular, nonalmost periodic homeomorphism on a locally con-
nected metric subspace of R3 (necessarily noncompact).
For every natural integer n, we consider the point Mn = (0,n) ∈ C × R = R3 and the two-sphere Sn of diameter the
segment [MnMn+1]. Deﬁne the connected locally connected and locally compact metric space E =⋃∞n=0 Sn and the homeo-
morphism f : E → E by putting
f (z,u) = (ze 2iπn ,u), for (z,u) ∈ Sn.
For every real u0  0, we put Pu0 the horizontal plane deﬁned by u = u0, the horizontal circle Cu0 = Pu0 ∩ E is a saturated
subset contained in the sphere Sn0 , where n0 = [u0] is the integer such that n0  u0 < n0 + 1. For any natural integer n,
Sn − {Mn,Mn+1} is saturated by orbits of cardinal equal to n. Thus f is pointwise periodic.
We will show that f is regular. Since the restriction of f to every sphere Sn is a rotation it suﬃces to show that f is
regular at any point Mn . For every  > 0, there exists 0 < η  2 such that for each (z,u) ∈ B(Mn, η) and p ∈ Z, we have
f p(z,u) ∈ Cu ⊂ B(Mn, ). We conclude that f is regular.
Now, we will show that f is nonalmost periodic equivalently we shall verify that





Let 0<   14 and p ∈ N∗ , consider an integer j  4p and an integer k 0 such that d( f k(x j), x j) <  and d( f k+1(x j), x j)  ,
where x j is the point of coordinates (
1
2 ,0, j + 14 ) ∈ R3. The length l j of the positive arc of the circle C j+ 14 of extremities
f k+1(x j) and f k+p(x j) is equal to (p−1)πj , and since j  4p, we have l j 
π
4 . From the fact that  
1
4 , we deduce that
d( f n(x j), x j) >  for any n ∈ {k + 1, . . . ,k + p}.
Example 4.2. We know that any pointwise periodic homeomorphism on a connected manifold M is periodic. Nevertheless
this example gives a pointwise almost periodic, nonregular diffeomorphism on the unit 2-sphere S2 = {(z,u) ∈ C × R |
|z|2 + u2 = 1}.
Let ϕ : R → R be a smooth map deﬁned by ϕ(x) = 0 for x  0 and ϕ(x) = x for x  1 and such that the restriction
ψ = ϕ|[0,1] is a homeomorphism of [0,1] onto itself. The diffeomorphism f : S2 → S2 deﬁned by:
f (z,u) = (ze2π iϕ(u),u), ∀(z,u) ∈ S2
satisﬁes the following properties:
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i) f is pointwise almost periodic nonpointwise regularly almost periodic.
ii) f is nonregular.
iii) f coincides with the identity on a nonempty open subset.
Proof. i) Every horizontal circle Cu0 = {(z,u) ∈ S2 | u = u0} is saturated by ﬁnite orbits if ϕ(u0) ∈ Q and by dense orbits
if ϕ(u0) ∈ R − Q. Thus the closure of any orbit is a compact minimal set, so from [7] f is pointwise almost periodic. The
restriction of f to any circle Cu0 where ϕ(u0) ∈ R−Q is an irrational rotation. Thus f cannot be pointwise regularly almost
periodic (Remark 3.4).
ii) For showing that f is nonregular it suﬃces to show that the orbit-closures space is non-Hausdorff [5]. Consider
s0 ∈ ]0,1[ ∩ Q and a sequence {sn} ⊂ ]0,1[ − Q converging to s0. The sequence {un = ψ−1(sn)} converges to u0 = ψ−1(s0)
and every orbit of Cu0 is ﬁnite. We take two distinct orbits O 1 and O 2 in Cu0 and two elements (z1,u0) ∈ O 1, (z2,u0) ∈ O 2.
Since the closure of any orbit On ⊂ Cun is equal to Cun (ϕ(un) ∈ R−Q), and since (un) converges to u0, then for every  > 0,
there exists an integer p so large such that each orbit O p ⊂ Cup meets the two -balls B((z1,u0), ) and B((z2,u0), ). We
deduce that the orbit-closures space of f is non-Hausdorff and so f is nonregular.
iii) It is clear that f is equal to the identity on the lower hemisphere U = {(z,u) ∈ S2 | u < 0}. 
2102 K.B. Rejeb, E. Salhi / Topology and its Applications 158 (2011) 2094–2102Example 4.3. In this example, we give a pointwise periodic, regularly almost periodic homeomorphism, but nonperiodic on
a compact, connected, locally connected graph of R2.
If A, B are two distinct points of the plane R2, we will use the following notations: [AB] the segment of extremities A
and B , [AB) the half-line of extremity A containing B , and AB the length of the segment [AB].
For any integer n 1, we denote by An the point of coordinates (0, 1n ) and by Bn1, . . . , Bnn n pairwise distinct points in
R2 − [O A1] satisfying for any 1  i  n: AnBni = 14n(n+1) , angle ([AnBni), [AnBn(i+1))) = 2πn , where Bn(n+1) = Bn1. We put
En =⋃ni=1[AnBni] and E = (⋃n1 En)∪[O A1] (see Fig. 1). It is clear that E is a connected compact, locally connected metric
space. For each integer n, we consider the rotation fn : En → En of center An and of angle 2πn . The map f : E → E deﬁned
by f = fn on En and f = id on [O A1] is a well deﬁned homeomorphism (we have f ([AnBni]) = [AnBn(i+1)], 1 i  n). For
every n 1, the subspace En −{An} is saturated by orbits of cardinal equal to n. Thus f is a pointwise periodic nonperiodic
homeomorphism. It remains to show that f is regularly almost periodic. For any  > 0, there exists an integer q > 0 such
that the cardinal of any orbit Ox at x is less than or equal to q, where d(x, O )  2 and O is the origin of the plane. For
p = q! and x ∈ E such that d(x, O ) 2 , we have f p(x) = x. If x ∈ E ∩ B(O , 2 ), the orbit Ox is contained in the ball B(O , )
and so we have the inequalities d( f n(x), x) d( f n(x), O ) + d(O , x) 2 . We conclude that for any x ∈ E and any integer n,
we have d( f pn(x), x) 2 . Thus f is regularly almost periodic.
Example 4.4. In this example, we give a pointwise periodic, nonregular homeomorphism on a connected, compact metric
subspace of R3.
In C × R, for every nonnull integer n, we consider the horizontal disc Dn = D × {1 − 1n } of center Mn(0,1 − 1n ) and
the disc D∞ = D × {1} of center A(0,1), where D = {z ∈ C | |z|  1} is the closed unit disc. The space E is the union



















f (z,u) = (z,u), for any (z,u) ∈ D∞ ∪ [O A].
The restriction of f to any disc Dn is the rotation around the axis [O A] and of angle 2πn , thus for every integer n, Dn −{Mn}
is saturated by orbits of cardinal equal to n, so f is pointwise periodic nonperiodic.
Now we will show that f is nonregular; it suﬃces to prove that the orbits space E/ f is non-Hausdorff.
We denote Cnr = Cr × {1 − 1n }, where Cr = {z ∈ C | |z| = r}, 0 < r  1 and n  1. Let (z1,1) and (z2,1) be two distinct
points of D∞ such that |z1| = |z2| = r. Since the length of an arc of extremities two consecutive points of an orbit O
contained in Cnr is equal to r 2πn , for any  > 0 there exists an integer N such that for any p  N , there exists an orbit
O ⊂ Cpr meeting both balls B((z1,1), ) and B((z2,1), ) of radius  and of centers respectively (z1,1) and (z2,1). We
deduce that any nonempty open neighborhood of (z1,1) meets any open neighborhood of (z2,1). Thus the orbits space
E/ f is non-Hausdorff and so f is nonregular.
Question. Can we replace in Examples 4.1 and 4.2, R3 by R2?
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